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How Can Future-Proof ERP Support 

Business Model Transformation 

Across Global Operations?

Picture Credit | Customer Name, City, State/Country. Used with permission.

Integrating systems in the cloud to support a 

complex business employing 20,000 people

German polymers giant REHAU Group aims to push the boundaries of what is possible to 

create a sustainable future. To support this innovation, the company embarked on a digital 

transformation of Chinese subsidiary REHAU AG China. It wanted to transform its 

business-to-business and business-to-consumer models by implementing an intelligent 

infrastructure for ERP in the cloud and integrating it smoothly with other systems for 

greater simplicity, increased scalability, and cost savings. The Chinese project would set a 

solid foundation for a cloud-first strategy initially in the Asia Pacific Japan region and 

then across the entire group.



Before: Challenges and Opportunities

• Aging technology platform that hindered business model transformation

• Low productivity caused by increasingly complex internal and external processes 

• Need to establish a “lighthouse” digital architecture for groupwide standardization and deployment 

Why SAP and Delaware Consulting

• SAP S/4HANA® Cloud, supporting Intelligent ERP that offers simplicity, flexibility, scalability, and 

extendibility

• Intelligent technologies packages, including SAP® Intelligent Robotic Process Automation services, and 

SAP Integration Suite to support continuous innovation and help significantly improve the customer 

experience, enhance internal operational efficiency, and aid comprehensive supply chain collaboration

• Joint innovation with the SAP Innovation Services team to design a future-proof solution that enables 

business transformation 

• Delaware for global reach that complements REHAU’s business network

After: Value-Driven Results

• Rapid operational excellence uplift and customer service improvement to support market growth

• Agile adoption of industry best practices thanks to a cloud-based digital infrastructure

• Highly automated, simplified, and innovative business solutions enabled by intelligent technologies

• A robust digital foundation for global standardization, integration, and innovation

Achieving Operational Excellence with SAP S/4HANA® Cloud, 

Intelligent Technologies Packages, and SAP Innovation Services

“Working with SAP, we’re building a cloud-based 

business platform that’s fit for the future in a dynamic 

market, facilitates business process standardization 

and integration across Asia Pacific and the world, and 

achieves supply chain excellence along the industry 

value chain.”

Chengbo Yu, CIO, Asia-Pacific Region, REHAU AG China

REHAU AG China

Suzhou, China 

www.rehau.com

Industry

Chemicals

Employees

452

Revenue

US$130 million 

(2020)

Products and Services

Advanced polymers and 

composite products

Featured Solutions and Services

SAP S/4HANA Cloud, intelligent 

technologies packages, and 

SAP Innovation Services

50%
Reduction in implementation time 

with 181 standard processes 

adopted and rolled out in weeks

Featured Partner
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40%
Lower total cost of ownership 

with reduced IT costs, 

minimized risk, and future-

proof architecture

http://www.rehau.com/


Enabling Continuous Innovation in Partnership 

with SAP

Faster periodic 

production order 

batch closing, down 

from 50 hours to 30 

minutes

Faster production 

order processing, 

from one day down 

to two minutes

720x 100x

REHAU Group’s project teams in China worked with the SAP Innovation Services team 

to expand the business benefits of the polymers company’s newly implemented 

SAP S/4HANA® Cloud software. And using intelligent technologies packages allows 

REHAU to continue its innovation journey across the business value chain.

Deploying SAP® Intelligent Robotic Process Automation (RPA) services alongside 

SAP S/4HANA Cloud supports REHAU Group’s ambition for continuous operational 

excellence improvement. The company now benefits from automated billing operations, 

smooth data synchronization between legacy ERP and new cloud ERP systems, and 

efficient large-volume and high-through order processing. This allows its workforce to 

focus on what really adds value for customers and business partners.

And the SAP Cloud ALM solution enables the company to connect its cloud products to 

better streamline daily operations. This application lifecycle management solution provides 

transparency into system status from both a business and integration-scenario 

perspective.

“To eliminate large-volume manual intervention, 

we implemented SAP Intelligent RPA, achieving 

significant productivity improvement and error 

reduction. Our employees can now spend their 

time on strategic and innovative work that 

matters to our business.”

Chengbo Yu, CIO, Asia-Pacific Region, REHAU AG China
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